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Peer Reviewed Article

"I think they [educational institutions] are training properly . . . That's why I feel so confident
and secure about starting my own home business" (Unknown, 2004)
Inside Story
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"The university has no
bearing on the hiring of
the candidate"
(Baker, 2004)
Inside Story
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"Geographic boundaries
no longer apply . . . When
looking for a candidate
for a position with our
firm, we look to the
experience portion"
(Rhea, 2004)
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Inside Story

SAMPLE
Inside Story
The CIE and CAE designations were
designed by the Firm to give credibility
to business owners and independent
consultants.
http://www.brigettes.com/Certification/InformationCIECAE.htm
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Inside Story
The CES and CER designations were
designed by the Firm to give credibility
to corporate scholars.
http://www.brigettes.com/Certification/InformationCESCER.htm
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Mission Statement
The mission of Brigette's Explores is to bring the New Reality Corporation© concept to life by
sharing, symbolizing, and promoting global perspectives though the e-exposure process in a
manner that is consistent with the value system of Brigette's Technology Consulting and
Research Firm.
The mission of Brigette's Technology Consulting and Research Firm is to exceed clients'
expectation by delivering quality service and products to clients and customers with a
genuine commitment to their best interests in the Technological market! Brigette's
technology practice specializes in the design of websites and creation of artificial intelligence
for researchers. Brigette's consulting practice is extended to e-coaching scholars on effective
ways build consulting practices, and so forth. Brigette's research practice virtually explores
global perspectives and organizational cultures to transform larger organizational cultures
into a flexible culture and assist small businesses owners in growing their dreams and
becoming visionary mentors and leaders. Brigette's products and services include:
Interactive websites (http://www.brigettes.com/Contract/WebsiteDevelopment.htm);
Data collection (http://www.brigettes.com),
Editing (http://www.brigettes.com/Editing.htm), and
Corporate case studies (http://www.brigettes.com/BetweentheLines.pdf);
Small business e-exposure (http://brigettes.com/EventSeminarBusinessOpp.htm) and
Tele-coaching
(http://www.brigettes.com/Dissertation/CareerEducationBusinessCoachIndividual.htm); and
other Academic and Legal services (http://www.brigettes.com/OtherBusinesses.htm).

